LGBTQ+ at Work Conference
May 17th | Elvira POPESCU theater
hosted by the French Institute | 5 expert speakers | 100+ attendees

Background & Event objectives
Background
While exploring the reality of LGBTQ+ individuals
in life and at the workplace in Romania, we will
discover how international corporates are being
actors for social change, while successfully
promoting family equality for their employees and
customers.
Scope: Provide actionable insights for corporate
looking to allow employees to bring their ‘whole
self’ to work, thus increasing employee
engagement and productivity.

Romanian society is ready to accept equal families.
According to a representative study launched by ACCEPT in 2021 68% of Romanian people consider that all families should be protected
by law in Romania, including same-sex families.
71% of Romanian people already understand that the legalization of
civil marriage for same-sex families in Romania would have no impact
on their lives.
Romania’s failure to recognize equal marriage impacts the
companies’ ability to attract and retain talent.
Evidence from the US shows a correlation between attracting gay and
lesbian talent and a state’s legal recognition of same–sex relationships.
Gay and lesbian prospective employees would prefer to live and work
in a state that provides them with equal family recognition, and the
correlation is even stronger for young, highly educated and skilled
LGBTQ+ talents.
LGBTQ+ discrimination affects Romania's gross domestic
product.
According to The Economic Case for LGBT+ Inclusion in Central and
Eastern Europe (CEE), launched in 2021, every year, LGBTQ+
discrimination costs Romania 1.6 billion – 4.4 billion USD (0.63% 1.75% GDP).

Potential Speakers & Agenda
The Romanian Diversity Chamber of Commerce is bringing together advocates, top representatives from both public and
private sector that have pioneered diversity policies from the perspective of equal rights, equal treatment and equal
opportunity, particularly with regards to the status of LGBTQ+ individuals, in order to promote family equality for their
employees and customers.
09:30 - 10:00 Welcoming & Access
10:00 - 10:15 French Institute/ French Ambassador
“The commitment of the French diplomatic
mission
in Romania to support the inclusion of LGBTQ+
people & families in society and at work”

Part 2
11:30 – 12:30 Business for LGBTQ+ equality in Romania

Part 1
10:15 - 11:15 Challenges faced by LGBTQ+ people and
families in Romania
•
Leadership and activism common goal for family equality
•
Challenges faced by our family in life and at work
(EXAMPLES)
•
Young talent perspective on family and work
•
Providing support for all aspects of LGBTQ+ families and/or for those with
•
LGBTQ+ family members - ensuring your culture, ethics and
policies are inclusive to all
•
Why marriage matters?
•
The business argument for marriage equality
•
How can companies create change beyond their offices?

•
•

11:15 – 11:30 Coffee break

•

•
•
•

•

The success story of promoting family equality for employees
and consumers (The IDAHOBIT 2021 campaign – „Iubirea există
și în afara celor patru pereți”)
The power of business in achieving social change
The role of the ally company - progressing LGBTQ+ rights and
inclusion
Creating policies, guides and effective communication
The power of being your authentic self at work - the importance
of the internal LGBTQ+ group
Understanding staff intersections to map the differences in your
employee experiences, create spaces of psychological safety
and support wellbeing and mental health
Building a LGBTQ+ mentoring programme at scale

12:30 – 12:45 Q&A
12:45 – 13:00 Closing remarks
13:00 - 13:30 Networking in the garden
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